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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents an overvieu of the EPICS control system 
at FERXILAB. EPICS is a distributed, multi-user, interactive 
system for the control and monitoring of particle beanlines 
at a high-energy experimental physics laboratory. The 
overview discusses the operating environment of the control 
SyStem. the requirements uhioh determined the design 
decisions, the hardware and software configurations, and 
plans .for -the future grontb and enhancenent of the present 
system. 

This paper is the first of three related papers on the EPICS 
systsll. The other two cover (1) the systea structure and 
user interface and (2) RSX implementation issues. 

INTRODUCTION 

ETICS (Experizentel Physics Snteeactive Control 
System) is a computer-based process control system 
at Fermilab for the control and monitoring of the 
extracted particle bean from a high-energy proton 
synchrotron. This paper, which is the first of 
three related p&per5 tin the EPICS system, presents 
as eve-rview of the control system and provides the 
necessary background for the other papers which 
cover (1) t'ne system structure and user interface 
and (2) RSX implementation issues. 

The body of this paper is in several sections. The 
first describes the nature of the external 
environment in which the system must operate. This 
is followed by sections which discuss the system 
requirements and the hardwnre and software 
configurations. Finally, there is a section on 
future plans and dire&ions. 

EhVIROMiNT OP A PROTON SYNCHROTRONS LABORATORY 

The Szhrotron and Rxosrimental Areas -- 

The characteristics of a high-energy proton 
synchrotron impose unique conditions upon a process 
control system. The operation of the Fenilab 
synchrotron is cyclical rith periods which can range 
from approximately ten seconds to several minutes. 
once the proton beam reaohes the desired energy, it 
is extracted from t$e accelerator and delivered to 
nLmero1)s experiments. The. peak communication and 
computstion load on the control system occurs durin3 
the extraction period. 

The duration of the extracted pFOtOn beau can be as 
ShOFt as a fraction of a oecond Or 8s long as tens 
of seconds. !ihen the proton beam is extracted it 
must be transoorted over distances of several 

kilometers bi a combination Of -ZXis.atic and 
electrostatic devices slhich change its direction, 
alter its cross-sectional profile, aa? select a 
range of particle momenta. The origt-21 proton bean 
is first split into separate beam IO,- %L.ivery to 
one of three msjor experiaentsl areas -&eye these 
beams nay in turn be further divided to sa'.isfy the 
requirements of the experiment5 which run 
concurrently. Some of the primary proto= beams are 
directed into targets from which particles of other 
types are produced and these secocssq particle 
beams are manipulated by similar de'vices. 

The profile, composition, and intensi:y of the 
particle beams must be measured at zsy of the 
utility support systems which supply coo‘ii-113 water, 
electrical power, maintain vacuum i3 t.ke transport 
pipes, and other similar functions m~sf be zanitored 
for proper function. 

Devices 

There are betreen one and two thousszl distinct 
devices in each experimental area v!xich are 
interfaced to the control conputem uith branched 
serial CAXAC communication links havfz3 a total 

'cable length gre&ter than fifteen kilometers. It is 
this highly-branched collection o? controlling, 
measuring, and monitoring devices, ozgszifgd into 
multiple beaalines, which are the direct objects of 
concern to the EPICS 'system. 

Rxanples of devices which are axe3391 by ths 
control system are:, 

(I) current an3 voltage supplies u?iir,i; energize 
the (q dru;i;t;n;agn(:pole) en? focussing 

(2) stI;ping-motor cbntrollers uh:c? position 
targets, collimators, and beac stops 



hydraulic md pneuaatic controllers which 
nave mexsurfng devices in end cut of the 
bea? 
termins interfaces which are the ultimate 
sources of control and destinations of 
collected infonation 
multiplexed analog-to-digital converter3 
which tracsPorm the aensor outputs 
digital interfaces which input status and 
output control functions 

The Beam~ine Conwnicstion Link 

Conzmnicz tion to these widely dispersed control 
elenents is provided by a serial CAXAC (Computer 
Autszmted Measurement And Control) link. CAXAC is 
an international interface standard which is widely 
used in the physics community end has recently 
become popular in the industrial control field. 

1 CK4hC system is organized 'as a collection of 
Dou%red *cratesa. each of which provides a bus. the 
D,%T&fAY, whose ch&acteristics h&e been specified 
by the standard, The crate provides aechanical 
support, cooling, and power for multiple modules 
which connect to the DATAWAY. The DATAWAY is 
mallaged by a crate controller, which itself is a 
ChXXi: nodule occupying tuo or more of the available 
xuotale positions or 'slots" in the crate. Other 
modnles, which also connect to the DATAVAY, occupy 
the remaining slots in the crate, and they generate 
and accept the various process control signals from 
the external environnsnt. SFnce CJWAC is a widely 
used stsndard, 3086 of the modules have been 
obtained from commercial sources. xost, however, 
sre ‘specifically designed ‘to--match- the beamline 
control requireinents. 

Although there is no? a standard for a serial 
connection between CAXAC crates, there was none at 
tlte time thet the beamlines were originally 
constructed. The serial communication link which 
concects the beanline crates was the prototype for 
uhzt became the CMXC serial protocol standard. As 
such, it differs from the standard in several 
significant features. The stanclnrd uses a single 
cable loop for tlie bit-serial message with. esch 
crate controller passing the serial message to the 
next crate until it is returned to the aerial link 
controller. 

The Fermilab,link is branched rather than looped 
with the crate controller which is addressed by the- 
message returning the modified message on a secotid 
cable. This has the advantage of being more robust 
tbs.? a loop which is disrupted by a break anyuhere 
in .the loop; however, the standerd also allows 
unsolicited "demand" messages to be generated by a 
crete controller. The branched structure 
cozplicetes the transmission 
messilge.3; and, consequently, 
branched system must be polled to 
the external crrv'iron-qent. 

of unsolicited 
the modules in 

detect changes in 

A further feature of the Fermilab systed, which 'is 
abssnt from the standard, is R separate 
block-transfer capqbillty using an additional pair 
of cables. Whereas the normal, single-message 
lines, which operate at a one megahertz bit rate, 
reg;lire se-venty microseconds to transmit R message 
wtth a Z&bit dats word; the block transfer 
facility c2n transmit a block of 16-bit words at a 
r2~e of one word every thi.rty.microssconds. 

EPICS WBJ initially conceive3 a3 2 ra?lscement for 
an existing control system. As swh, it vas 
required to provide all the functionality of that 
system while incorporatisz 
hardwsre and good 

contccipor3ry cozptter 
softvare a3sfjn 

Additionally, it -as 
practices. 

expected that zuany of the 
resource limnitstions, such as the n:uber of devices 
in the data base, would be significantly extended. 

The Conaand LanEa2ge -- 

One of the most important requireasxts placed upon 
the EPICS system was that the co;-;~and lsngusae, 
through which the user must formulste all requests, 
must be a complete progrmirg laagu2ie. It ctust be 
possible to construct. progrsT3 of comiderable 
complexity with access by nme to ths "controlled 
objects" of the external envi.rorrrJent. The principle 
motivation for this was the observation that it is 
more efficient to provide 9096059 who undera:ands 
the problem with a Isnglsge in which to constrwt 
the solution than it is to explain the nature of the 
problem .to a programming specialist. This leaves 
the system progranmer free to concentrate 
providing the tools with which to construct t!t 
solution. 

Following a survey of existing sceelerator control 
system3, the 3XSIC language was selected as the 
foundation upon &ich to build a control dialect, 
CBASIC, for the following re2sons. First, the BISIC 
language ~2s widely used and uas fezilisr to most of 
the users of the control systen. It is 
fundamentally interective, a strong feature in 
itself. Additionally, it coctails its OUR 
line-oriented editor which perfor;l3 simple syntax 
analysis and errar reporting -&en a ststeaent is 
entered. Finally. there uere several existing BASIC 
lsnguage processors which could be exp2ndcd to meet 
the special needs of a beaoline control system, 
thereby avoiding the considerable effort of 
constructing the najor eleaests of a svntax analvzer 
and an interpreter. 

Resource Xlanagenent 

Since't?e operation of the Zenilab synchrotron is 
cyclical with periods which ten range from 
approximately tea seconds to several minutes. the 
communication and computational load upon the 
control systecl follovs B similar psttern with peaks 
of activity during certain phnssk. of the 
acceleration cycle. Those operations srhich are not 
time-critical should be executed when the systea is 
otheyise lightly loaded; and, where the systes 
cannot adjust automatically, Operations personnel 
must be able to redistribute the load to achieve a 
balance. . . 

Although a nain operations center exists,. the 
majority of the user console3 are distributed 
.throughout tine experiaental areas and we interface? 
to the systen irith CAXAC modules. The C&PiC link 
does n&t support unsolicited me3sagea; therefore. 
consoles nust', be polled * This represents a 
constant.. non-negligible losd on the system, and 
consoles which becorns inactive should be polled at a 
wlch lover rate, returning to the ncraal rate when a 
new character is typed. The operrrtor3 Rust be eble 
to add or delete consoles fro3 the polled list 
without disrupting other sys tern activities. 
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There are swfersl classes of users of the system. 
SOPP, like the oPer4tors and mnagers. require 
glo591 privileges while others, li%e the 
experi5enter3, nust be protected from mutual 
interference. This requires a dyRRCliC 8yStSt Of 
privileges and protection for devices, files, .and 
systea resources. Protaction in general and device 
protection in particular is a matter of preventing 
accidental rather than intentianal disruption. 

Class:.c Process Control Issues --__I 

There are sever41 design decisions which are common 
to nost process control systems. These "classic" 
issues are often fundtiental %ti determining the 
system efficiency. 

The first and. perhaps, the most important is the 
question of --&ether data acquisLtion from devices 
should be in response to an explicit demand or 
whether a data pool of device readings should be 
maintsined with requests for ne51 data being 
satisfied from the shared pool. The denand method 
assure2 that a device access is made only when there 
is a request.for the device at the cost of redundant 
acceases vhen there are several requests for the 
same device. Date pooling, on the other hand, can 
burden the communication link with unnecessary 
device accesses. ZPPICS maintains 4 system dats 
structure for each device being accessed which 
contsins its cheracteristics; snd, when a new 
device request nntches all of the characteristics of 
3n existing request, the datum is shared. This 
provides the advantages of both methods at the cost 
of .an additional dsta structure and the 
computational overhe4d required to "anage it. 

Yhen data is pooled, there is the 'possibility that 
the current value in the pool is no longer valid. 
This "stale- data can cause aevere problems in 
feed-back- compensation loops which are closed 
thrsuah the cosuuter. The EPICS system uses a 
time-stani which contains a bean cycle number and a 
time relative to that cycle. Any spplicstion or 
8ySteU task may select receive the time-stamp with 
an input operation or check the time-staap at the 
completion of an output operation. 

Another issue is that of setup versus execution 
overhead. Systems in which most date acquisition 
processes ere repetitive rather than 
single-execution gain computational efficiency by 
the use of speoial data struc'tures which drive the 
data acquisition process. The cost is the space and 
the computational overhead of maintaining these 
structures. fa EPICS, we chose to emp!lasize 
execution efficiency since most data acquisition 
processes are repetitive. 

Besource recovery is essentisl for dynamic systens. 
This can be automatic, with the systen maintaining 
internal links which guarantee recovery when 
processes terminate and internal timers uhicb 
raZease resources vhen a process has failed to 
cozplwte or to be terminated within a required time 
limit. In addition to these, EPICS checks certain 
critical resource limits.'before permitting a ncv 
dat4 acquisition process to be initiated. This 
avoids a type of deadlock in which, once a rcsourc3 
fall2 below some li.nit,recovwry becomes impossible 
because that ssme resource is required for the 
release. The RSX system pool is a familiar example 
of this c14sa of resource deadlock. 

Contemporary process control sys'tema use da tabsses, 
either central or distributed, to dsscrrbe the 
col,lection of devices upon which they opsrate. When 
concurrent access and mdificstion of the database 
is permitted. considerable care must be exercised to 
avoid conflicts. The EPXCS systen allovs such 
concurrency, which is further complicated by the 
existence of a master databxse on a storage dwvize 
and an in-zeaory copy of a databsse racord of any 
device which was recently raferenced by a dsta 
acquisition process. !ihen a database recori i8 
modified, any wxi2ting dats acquisition process 
continues to use the old definition irhile any new 
process uses ths ne# definition. Since this can 
result in multiple copies of 4 recorrl in the 
in-senory databssw, the old definition'is.re::s;ed 
when the last reference to it is deleted. 

Finally, there is the question of the user-s view of 
devices. At one extrena is the logical viev abere 
the conbxt in which the nanetl device is used 
determines the property Of the devfce which is 
accessed. This view is typical of an experimenter 
who i8 primarily concerned with setting some device, 
like a beas stop, to a particular position or 
reading the current position. At the other extreme 
is the physical viair where the user must bw 
intimately auare of the detail3 of the device and 
how it is interfaced to the control system. This 
represents the viev of the maintenance technicisn 
who must be wdare of the nature of the CAHAC module 
which interfaces a device to the aysten when a 
malfunction is diagnosed. In addition to both of 
these vieua, EPICS supports an interslediate view in 
which a named device may have a set of properties, 
which correspond to operations that nay be performed 
upon the device, and nay have multiple channels, 
uhich correspond to multiple instances of a fuwtion 
within a single, physical module. Only the physical 
view bypasses the datsbsse and its access protection 
mechsniss; and, for this reason, the physical view 
is restricted to a selected class of users. 

HARDHARR COHc”IGUPATION * 

The overall configuration for the EPICS system ih 
shown in Figure '3. There me three identical 
systems which servile the three najor experimental 
areas. 

Each system consists of four distinct proce3sor 
levels. There is provision later for a fifth 
processor, the Level-l computer, uhich is acdessiblw 
from each 'of the Level-E computers and nhose 
resources are shared. -The selection of a hi&erchy 
of computing elements rather than a single computer 
of higher performance was dictated by several 
factors. First, the cost o f equivalent performance, 
even when it can be supplied by a single CPU, is 

often more expensive than a hierarchy of smaller 
computers operating in psrallel. Also, the 
individual units can be specialized, with hardnare 
and aoftwsre, to perform some conpstibie or closely 
linked set Of tasks mre efficiently than a single 
larger computer. 
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Fig. 1 E?ICS System Configuration 

At the ldsrest level (Level-!?), dedicated-function 
microprocessors in individual CAiifAC modules are 
distributed throughout the CAiiAC Crates. These 
elements act as -data-acquisition concentrator*, 
graphics display controllers, timing-event 
generator*, and other similar functions. In brief, 
they provide a local, dedicated processor to perform 
those -&i~~Qe? .,y&i.ch require- mil)iaecomJ and 
sub-millisecond respozises or which, were they to be 
executed'by one of the higherlevel computers, would 
degrade the performance of the communication link 
with large quantities of transferred data. 

The next level.(Level-4) consists of microprocessors 
which are directly connected to the lowest level 
general-purpose computer. They act as specialized 
device controller* which directly interface the 
higher levels of the control hierarchy to the 
external environment. In general, they perform 
operations which are relatively fixed, highly 
repetitive, and require a minimum-tfme response. 
There are presently two such controllers nhich 
provide (I) the ability to process priority-ordered, 
liaked lists of CLYAC single or block-transfer CAHAC 
commands and (2) accelerator-based. timing events. 

Levels 2 and 3 are general-purpose, miniccnputers. 
The Level-3 computer, a PDP-ll/J4A. operates in a 
polled environment and serves primarily as a 
data-acquisition prodessor for tine next higher 
level. The Level-2 computer, a PDP-11/44, 
interprets and executes the command language, 
manages the device database, and, provides most of 
the user utility functions. 

A future, Level 1 computer MUM be shared by the 
three experimental. areas and would provide beam 
diagnostic functions, high-level graphics, extended 
data-logging, and general, time-*harink services to 
the experimental areas. 

Uicroprocessors 

Uith a single exception, 41 of the 
nicroprocessor-based computing elements use the Z-80 
conputer. The specialized device controllera use 8 
conmqrcielly developed, single-board Z-80 computer, 

the UXC-233 fron AssocLated Computer Cpnsultsnts, 
which is directly interfeced. to the UDIBUS of a 
PDP-11 'conputer. Each al these is coupled with an 
additions1 board which contains the circuits which 
are specific to the processor’s function. In the 
case of the sariel CAHAC controller, the 
special-function board synchroalzes the 
transmt*sions over serial CA&X, performs error 
detection, end buffering of multiple cozzsnds. The 
adjunct board to the timer controller contains 
circuits to decode the accelerator clock, qusue 
input timing and abnormsl events, and- queua 
completed events to the the PDF-11 supervisor at the 
next level. 

The distributed CAiUC nodules containing a 
microprocessor computing element are each of speriat 
desigo and msy in some cases operate with same 
degrea of local autonomy uhile in other cases they 
execute fixed functions and employ nictOprOSeS3OrS 

onQ to reduce circuit complexity. 

General-Purpqse Computers 

The general-purpose computers in the bernline 
control systen are standardized on a single cosp'>ter 
series, the DEC PDT-11, whose members share a co:mon 
architecture. Figure 2 provides a nore detailed 
vie;i of the two general-purpose cospufsrs. 

Fig. 2 EPICS Bus Configuration 

The PDP-11/44, in addition to the usual UXISUS 
peripherals, is provided with.8 conzunication path 
to the PDP-11/34A through a bank of shared memory, 
Messages or shared data structures are loaded into EI 
partition of the shared memory and a Tointer to the 
structure is passed through a full-duplex, 
interrupt-driven channel conposed of two connected 
DRllC nodules. 

Sixty-four kilobytes of memory are located on a 
shared section of W1BU.S which is controlle? by s 
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dual-port coupler attached to the primsty URISUS of 
both computers. The microprocessor ;rhich manages 
the serial CAKAC link also resides on ths shared bus 
vhera DHA transnissions into and out of the sharerI 
memory will not degrade the perforlnance of the two 
primly buses, 

The timer micropraceesor. which comnunicates only 
with the. data acquisition computer, is located on 
the primary UMIBUS of the PDP-11/34A. 

SOWGARE CONPIOURA?ION 

The EPICS system ras developed on and runs under the 
RSX family of operating systems. We attempted to 
oinizlize the number of languages used in the 
implenentation 'of the sof trare adI, vherever 
possible, to m8k9 use of existing, fully-supported 
utilities and praducts for the RSX system. 

The tevel-2 conputer uses an essentially unmodified 
version of RSX-11M while the Level-3 computer uses a 
stripped version of RSX-11% which is eoaentislly 
BSX-11s. The compsnion psper on the RSX 
isplensntation issues discusae3 the modifications 
and extensions to RSX in detail. 

Languages 

Yith a single exception, 811 of the 
application-level utilities which were apecific8lly 
developed for the RPICS system have been written in 
PASCAL. The exception ~3s an existing plotting 
utility, written in FORTRAN IV, which wes taken from 
the previous control system and extended to meet the 
neu . requzrementa. Where it was necessary to 
interface the PASCAL procedures to facilities 
provided by ‘the RSX directives, either SYSLIB 
routines or small MXCRO-coded subroutines were used. 

Rarly Versions of the PASCAL comppiler were lacking 
in extensions which would facilitate the writing of 
system-level processes; consequently, almost all 
tas!ca and processes below the level of the 
applicaticni t9sks on the Level-2 computer have been 
yritten in the MACRO assembly language. The 
majority of the tas:ka and all of. the drivers and 
sys ten extensions on the Level-3 computer have been 
uritten in XhCRO as well. 

In two instances, the ACE' (Ancilliary Control 
Processor) for the beamline terminals on the Level-2 
computer and the corresponding terminal handler task 
on the Level-3 computer, tasks were partially 
%*ritten in the PRAXIS langunge. PRAXIS is a 
PASCAL-like aystems implementation language which 
was 8cquired on an experimental basis. Early in its 
developnent there was some hope it ~oulrf be used for 
a significant fraction of what must usually be 
vritte? in MACRO although the 19aguage itself nas 
quite iatistacto& (it is comparsble to ADA without 
puffering from ADA's complexities), the support for 
?D?-11 computer3 wns inadequate; and so, we 
suspended its us_e and are non convettinp; the fen 
existing instan0es to PASCAL. 

_' 
With the advent of a new version of the PASCAL 
conpiler. which produces highly optimized code and 
which has several extensions that allow a controlled 
relaxation of PASCAL's strict type checking, 8 
aignificsnt fraction of the NACRO-coded tssks and 
system processes could now be written In PASCAL. 

The advantages 1n tema OE rea&hili.ty and 
maintainability vould bs stgnifizan:. Prograns 
uhich require major improvenants are, vhenever 
possible, being rewritten in PASPALi'uLt:? little or 
no degradation in perform3nce. 

DBC Softwere 

The DZC ssftware products use?. in the implementation 
of the EImICS system, in addition $0 the PGX 
exscutive, were 2:&S-11, DATAT.RIEVg, and several RSX 
utilities. 

The master device database, which is organized as a 
multi-keyed, indexed-sequential file, is accessed 
through RHS-11 file management serfices. The 
database editor and the tssk which taintsins the 
in-memory copy of those databsse re:ords nhich 
describe currently-referenced _ dev*ces both saa 
F%-11 for all 3ccesaes. Complex d9:ab8ae editing 
operations which nodify whole ~1333s~ of records in 
the databsse -- these are principslly done by the 
system maintainers -- use DAT.A'?Fr? -- 22 when its 
data-typing limitations are not too restricttve. 

The‘CEiASIC language has beea used as a filter to 
control user access to several.of the RSX utility 
tasks in orfier to exercise resource coctrol. DIP, 
EDT, and HEL? are all associated with verbs in the 
CShSIC languege and are spaimti by the CBASIC 
interpreter. 

Non-D&C Softwsre _I_-- 

The PASCAL compiler used in the project is a product 
of Oregon Softwor3. The current 'version. PASCAL-2, 
produces hiShly optimized code an3 hss enjoyed a 
remarkably hug-free history. Tr.e recent language 
extensions have made 'it p033ible to write 
system-level proce3ses such as ACT's with the 
addition of relatively few %W?O-c0aed procedures. 

The CBASIC interpreter is a nodified fors of REBEL 
BASIC obtained from the SKYA 18ser fusion project 
at Lswrence Livenore Laboratory. It ~8s altered to 
support 9 nex class of process contr01 vsri8bles 
that permit access to beamline device3. Numerous 
new verbs we?.-9 added to the original REBEL BASIC 
langusge cost of which spawn other RSX tssks. These 
provide controlled access to several 352 utilities 
and other system-specific tasks such as the dstabase 
editor. 

The PRAXIS langusge compiler, which ~8s primsrily 
used during the early stages of the project. wss 
also acquired from Lawrence Live-ore Lsboratory 
vhere its development was beks funlad by *b* 
Department of gnergy. 

FUTURE DI~EC’i’IO!iS 

Now that the EPICS systen is f9stalled and ha$ 
satisfied the original de&n goals, it has been 
possible to consider enhancements. 

One of the sertoua.resource limitstfons has'been the 
bank of shared memory which couple3 the Level-2 and 
Level-3 computers. The addressing spsce of the 
shared nenory must be subtracted from the total 
availsble physical addressing S?4C9 for the 
computer. Khile this poses no problena for the 
PDP-11/M with its 22-bit archttectarr and the 


